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Our Bristan range of products for care allows you to meet the challenges of 

specifying for this ever-growing sector while providing safety and comfort,  

so you have one less thing to worry about.
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In this brochure, you’ll find a wide choice of products 

developed specifically for care home and care in the 

home environments.

Whichever ones you choose, you can be confident they’ll 

be easy to operate for users of all abilities and have the 

longevity and guarantees required for care providers. 

TRUST THE BRISTAN TEAM 
We’ll be with you every step of the way to help you 

match the requirements of your project to the right 

specialist care products. 

Our helpful specification support team is always available 

with advice on legislation and care regulations, as well 

as technical support for installation and maintenance to 

maximise performance and safety. 

Our technical teams are focused on continued product 

development to meet the demands of the market and the 

constantly evolving regulations.  

Because just like you, we’re dedicated to delivering the 

best in care washroom environments so that users can  

be confident. 
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Our years of experience mean you can be 
sure the products you specify meet the 
fundamental requirements regardless of 
whether they are for someone living at 
home or care home residents, satisfying 
all the latest regulations for user safety.

PREMIUM QUALITY 
Care isn’t an area to cut corners on quality. So all Bristan products 

are manufactured from the highest quality materials, to the 

highest possible quality standard. Our in-house testing product 

facility has been awarded ISO/IEC 17025: 2005, which is the 

general requirement for the competence of testing and calibration 

laboratories, providing additional reassurance and peace of mind.   

EASE OF USE 
Our entire care range has been attentively designed so the elderly 

and infirm can operate them easily and safely. Features such as 

cross head handles are more likely to be recognised by people 

with dementia. Clear red and blue indices and long lever handles all 

contribute to a washroom experience that’s more comfortable, less 

stressful and better for overall user’s wellbeing.

SAFETY 
We are committed to constantly developing our products to the 

highest standards and many of our taps and showers come with 

safety features, giving you peace of mind for years to come. As a 

specifier in the care sector, your decisions can help improve the 

wellbeing of thousands of people every year, protecting them from 

scalding and cold water shock whilst providing an environment 

that guarantees their comfort and safety.

SPECIFYING  
FOR CARE WITH 

CONFIDENCE
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COMFORT AND STYLISH
Just because you require easy to use and safe products doesn’t 

mean you have to compromise on style. Washrooms that are 

comfortable, modern and easily accessible make a huge difference 

to the way users think and feel about their new environment.

With taps and showers that are more like fixtures in top end hotels 

– and controls that are easier for them to use unassisted – user’s 

self-worth, dignity and confidence can be restored.

DOCM ACCESSORIES 
Our DocM certified product range gives you a choice of 

accessories to aid users access to washrooms and encourage 

independent bathing and toileting where possible. For added 

flexibility, our most popular ranges are available singly, or as  

part of our DocM packs.

SPECIFIER SUPPORT 
Bristan offers support for specification professionals with project 

building tools, technical data sheets, BIM data, links to RIBA and 

much, much more. 

For more information, call our specifier helpline  

on 0330 026 6273 or visit www.bristan.com 

UK WIDE DISTRIBUTION 
Our market-leading distribution service guarantees next working  

day delivery to your chosen merchant on orders before 6pm.  

We’ll work alongside you throughout your project to help you make 

the right choices and ensure you get the products you need, when 

and where you need them. 

GUARANTEE 
All Bristan products are quality tested and carry a guarantee 

against any manufacturing defect. There are also options to extend 

our standard guarantees and to create bespoke aftercare packages. 

Speak to our customer service team for more information. 

WRAS APPROVED  
Bristan products are fully compliant to the UK Water Regulations. 

Your guarantee you’re meeting the standards laid down by all UK 

regulations and byelaws. 

PRODUCT BENEFITS EXPLAINED

At Bristan we're always looking for ways to make things easier 

for you. That's why we have created icons to highlight the 

benefits of our products and make them easier to shop.

SAFE TOUCH
Designed to keep the exterior cool to the touch, 

ensuring you’re never at risk of scalding.

PRECISE GLIDE
Features ceramic cartridges for long life durability 

and more precise control. 

EASY FIT INSTALLATION
Designed to make installation quicker and easier.

DECOR SMART
Will use existing holes and fixings to fit in the same 

spot as your previous shower.

LUMINANCE CHROME
A hardwearing, flawless finish that lasts years. It’s 

also scratch resistant and salt spray tested to ensure 

added durability.

FAMILY SAFE
Thermostatic temperature control and automatic 

stops prevent surges of hot or cold water.

RUB CLEAN
There’s no need to scrub. Limescale build-up can be 

easily wiped off the nozzles of this shower product. 

TMV2
Thermostatic Mixing Valve regulation, which is 

acceptable for most premises that aren't medical 

but still require a level of user safety or duty of care.

TMV3
Thermostatic Mixing Valve regulation which offers the 

highest level of safety primarily used in Healthcare 

premises such as Hospitals and Care Homes.

RNIB
The UK's leading charity, The Royal National Institute 

of Blind People offers practical and emotional support 

to those that need it and endorse products that meet 

their criterias.

BEAB CARE
This is the highest safety standard by which an 

electrical product can be tested. The requirements to 

existing safety standards which take into account the 

needs of people in care situations.

5
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Cross-Head Basin Taps
VAX 1/2 C

ESSENTIALS
Our essentials product range are 

designed for ease of use and simple 

operation. The Lever and Cross Head 

range features clear indices and 

separate hot and cold taps as well as 

thermostatic showering options for 

user safety.Cross Head Basin Taps
VAX 1/2 C

6
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The Cross Head tap is a traditional design that is at home in all styles of bathroom, from the 

traditional to the contemporary, its simple looks and durability make it a favourite with specifiers, 

and older users who prefer the familiarity of the look and feel of taps they grew up with. 

Cross Head Bath Taps
VAX 3/4 C 

Cross Head Bath Shower Mixer
VAX BSM C

Cross Head Bath Filler
VAX BF C

SMOOTH GLIDE CROSS 
HEAD TAPS

Essentials Taps

Traditional cross 
head design

typically recognised by people 
with dementia

Smooth in function
so users of any ability can find these 

taps easy to operate particularly 
those with arthritis

Red and blue 
indices

clearly identify which tap 
is hot and cold

KITCHEN 

TAPS ALSO 

AVAILABLE IN 

THIS RANGE
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Lever Basin Taps with 3” levers
VAL 1/2 C

8
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Essentials Taps

Lever Bathroom Taps with 3” levers
VAL 3/4 C 

Lever Bath Shower Mixer  
with 3” levers
VAL BSM C

Lever Bath Filler with 3” levers
VAL BF C

Easy to use
requires minimal dexterity 
to operate the lever style 

handles

Smooth glide operated 
mechanism

making them easier to turn on and off

EASY TO USE LEVER TAPS
Red and blue 

indices
clearly identify which tap 

is hot and cold

6" LEVERS 

ALSO 

AVAILABLE

The Lever range is the ideal tap specification for care environments. The broad, extended lever 

handles can be controlled accurately and easily even by those with limited strength and dexterity, 

and their use across a range of basin taps, bath taps and bath shower mixers helps make the 

bathroom accessible to all. 
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Lever Deck Kitchen Tap with 3” levers
VAL DSM C CD

 

Easy to use
lever-style handles with 

clear indices

Swivel Spout
to make washing easier and ideal 

if you have a 1.5 or 2 bowl sink

Essentials Kitchen Taps

Lever High Neck Pillar Kitchen Taps 
with 3” levers
VAL HNK C CD 

Lever Bridge Kitchen Tap 
with 3” levers
VAL BRDSM C CD

MORE  

STYLES 

AVAILABLE

EASY TO USE LEVER 
KITCHEN TAP

6" lever option available
to be easily used by those with  

limited dexterity
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Adjustable 
riser kit 
included

the shower can be 
used by people 

standing or sitting

Valve is pre-set 
to a maximum 

temperature of 38 
degrees

for added flexibility this can be 
increased to 46 degrees by using 

the push button override

Safe to touch
cold water feed surrounds hot 
water so valve is cool to the 

touch, ensuring you're never at 
the risk of scalding

Thermostatic 
technology

thermostatic feature avoids 
temperature changes when 

water is used elsewhere 
in your home; making 

showering safer

Zing Thermostatic Bar Shower
ZI SHXSMCTFF C 

This shower is suitable for all ages featuring a temperature 
override and is easy to install with fast fix connections. 

FAMILY SAFE 
SHOWER WITH 
HANDWHEEL 
CONTROL

Essentials Showers

11
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STYLE
Our style range gives you a choice 

of practical products without 

compromising on style. Style features 

the elegant Cadet range and our stylish 

thermostatic shower options for added 

safety with a robust, simple to use 

shower kit.Cadet Basin Mixer
CAD BAS C

12
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Cadet Bath Shower Mixer
CAD BSM C

Cadet Bath Filler
CAD BF C

T BC
TBC

Easy to use
‘loop’ handles

Suitable for all 
plumbing systems

including low pressure so 
there is one last thing to 

worry about when installing

Precise glide
means the product is 
easier to control and 

durable

Cadet Basin Taps
CAD 1/2 C

Style Taps

MODERN LOOP HANDLE 
DESIGN TAPS

BATH TAPS 

ALSO 

AVAILABLE

Our Cadet range features a chunky design featuring a compact, modern loop handle, 

ergonomically designed for all the family to use with ease and colour coded temperature 

graphics. Cadet is perfectly proportioned for smaller bathrooms, cloakrooms or en-suites. 
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Style Kitchen Taps

Manhattan Easyfit Sink Mixer
MH SNK EF C

Swivel spout
to make washing easier and ideal if 

you have a 1.5 or 2 bowl sink

Different co lour 
options

also available in beige mocha and 
white finishes

Red and blue 
indices

clearly define which 
handle is hot and cold so 
users do not accidentally 

scald themselves

Step 1
Slot the Easyfit base into the sink, 
insert the hot inlet connector and 
fix to the sink.

Step 2
Attached the flexi tails and isolators 
to existing water supply.

Step 3
Push the tap body on and tighten 
both grub screws to finish.

EASY TO INSTALL 
KITCHEN TAP

EASY AS 1,2,3... Our                range of kitchen taps have been designed to 
offer incredible ease of fit along with cutting edge style. 
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Style Kitchen Taps

Easy to use
features a single large 

handle for ease of 
movement

Window friendly
ideal if you have inward opening 

windows above the sink

Cinnamon Easyfit Kitchen Tap
CNN EFSNK C 

This kitchen tap is perfect for petite kitchens as it is simply 
styled and doesn't take up a lot of room

EASY TO INSTALL 
KITCHEN TAP

15
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Adjustable 
riser kit 
included

the shower can be 
used by people 

standing or sitting

Single  
lever contro l

for flow and 
temperature making 
the shower easier to 

operate

Matching 
taps available

to complete 
your bathroom 

lookoperate

Thermostatic 
technology

thermostatic feature 
avoids temperature 
changes when water 
is used elsewhere in 
your home; making 

showering safer

Colonial Thermostatic Mini Valve Shower
KN2 SHXAR C  

Inspired by the American Colonial era, authentic periodic 
styling will give a bathroom décor that will never date. On a 
practical note the valve has a smooth and simple to use lever

TRADITIONALLY 
STYLED AND 
EASY TO 
OPERATE 
SHOWER

Style Showers

16
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Adjustable riser kit 
included

the shower can be used by people 
standing or sitting

Automatic water cut off
prevents scalding or cold water shock in the event 

of either a hot or cold water supply failure

Large tray
to hold shower gels and 

shampoos to prevent from 
leaving on the shower floor 
and having to bend down

Prism Cool Touch Bar Mixer with Riser 
Rail and Handset
PM SHXMMCTFF C

This Prism shower features innovative cool chrome 

technology keeping the bar valve cool to the 

touch when in use.

Single Function Slide Bar Shower Kit
EV KIT-EFB C

A FAMILY SAFE 
SHOWER

Style Showers

This shower kit is a one box solution including wall brackets 

and fixing, riser rail, handset holder, easy clean hose and single 

function handset. Contemporary and stylish, this product is 

made from top quality material for a durable and long service 

to the users. 

ADJUSTABLE 
SHOWER KIT
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Thermostatic control
automatic water cut off 

prevents scalding or cold 
water shock in the event of 
either a hot or cold water 

supply failure

Valve is pre-set to a 
maximum temperature 

of 38 degrees
for added flexibility this can 

be increased to 46 degrees by 
using the push button override

Practical lever 
handles

that are easy to use

Design Utility Thermostatic TMV2 Bath 
Shower Mixer with Lever Handles

DUL3 THBSM C

PRACTICAL
Our Practical collection provides designer 

contemporary options using high quality 

components, mixer tap technology and 

higher safety thermostatic showering 

with easy-fit options.

18
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Coloured red and 
blue indices

To help users clearly identify 
which tap is for hot and cold 

Award winning 
intuitive turn 
action of the 

levers
makes the taps easier to 
operate, for people of all 

abilities

Design Utility Basin Taps
DUL 1/2 C

Practical Taps

AWARD WINNING EASY TO 
USE LEVER TAP

Design Utility Lever Bath Taps 
DUL 3/4 C

Design Utility Lever Basin Mixer 
DUL BAS C

BATH FILLER 

ALSO 

AVAILABLE IN 

THIS RANGE

Our Design Utility range is an extensive collection of taps and showers, masterfully fabricated with 

ergonomic design whilst providing thermostatic options for added protection against scalding.
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Practical Taps

Only one basin tap is shown 
for illustration purposes only.

Easy to use Cross 
Head design

recognised by people with 
dementia

Small and compact
great for petite cloakrooms

Red and blue indices
clearly define which tap 
is hot and cold so users 

do not accidentally scald 
themselves

Vantage Cross Head Easyfit Basin Taps
VTX 1/2 C 

Our Vantage basin taps feature a cross head handle with 
clear indices.

This tap has been developed alongside experts who 
specialise in dementia.

SMOOTH GLIDE 
CROSS HEAD 
TAPS

20
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Decade Basin Tap 
DX 1/2 C

These taps really are perfect for all ages as they are a 
traditional tap with a contemporary twist.

Practical Taps

Vantage Basin Mixer
VT BASNW C

This Easyfit tap range is designed with the installer in mind to 
ensure installation and future maintenance is made quick and easy. 
This tap is also easy to use with a delicate lever operated handle.

Regency Basin Taps
R 1/2 C

The Regency range are available in chrome or 
gold plated and fit well in smaller more compact 
bathrooms. These taps are beneficial to those 
with Dementia due to the familiarity of the 
traditional cross head design.

TRADITIONAL 
BASIN TAPS

Colour options
these taps are also 

available in a gold finish

Smooth glide 
basin tap

 making them easier 
to turn on and off

BATHROOM  

TAPS, BASIN 

MIXER AND 

SHOWERS ALSO 

AVAILABLE IN 

THIS STYLE!
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Practical Kitchen Taps

Tangerine Easyfit Kitchen Tap
TNG EFSNK C  

This kitchen tap is a modern alternative to a classic design 
with easy to use cross head handles. The tap is from our 
Easyfit range which means it can be easily upgraded.

SMOOTH GLIDE 
KITCHEN TAP

Swivel Spout
to make washing 

easier and ideal if you 
have a 1.5 or 2 bowl 

sink

Smooth glide 
operating 

mechanism
making the tap easier to turn 

on and off

Traditional Cross 
Head design

recognised by people with 
dementia

22
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Regency High Neck  
Pillar Taps 
RG HNK C  

Design Utility Lever  
Deck Sink Mixer 
DUL DSM C  

Design Utility Cross Head 
Easyfit Sink Mixer
DUX SNK EF C  

Regency Easyfit Sink 
Mixer 
RG SNK EF C

Design Utility Lever  
Easyfit Sink Mixer 
DUL SNK EF C  

Design Utility Lever  
High Neck Pillar Taps 
DUL HNK C  

Practical Kitchen Taps

All of our kitchen taps below feature ceramic cartridges which increase the durability of the tap 

and provide a more precise control meaning the taps are easy to operate for users of any abilities.
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Practical Showers

Adjustable 
riser kit 
included

the shower can be 
used by people 

standing or sitting

Valve is pre-set to a 
maximum temperature of 

38 degrees
for added flexibility this can be increased 
to 46 degrees by using the push button 

override

Thermostatic 
technology

thermostatic feature avoids 
temperature changes when 

water is used elsewhere 
in your home; making 

showering safer

Design Utility Thermostatic  Bar Shower
DUL2 SHXARFF C 

This shower is suitable for users of all abilities and features a 
lengthy shower hose and a paddle-shaped rub clean handset 
to allow for a thorough and invigorating experience.

FAMILY SAFE 
SHOWER WITH 
LEVER CONTROL

24
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Fast fix connections
making the shower easy  

to install

Thermostatic control
for a higher level of 

performance and protection

Joy Care Thermostatic 
Electric Shower 
JOYTHC95 W

Perfect replacement shower with 
multiple water/cable entry points for 
easier compatibility.

Easy to Use Bar Shower
Artisan Thermostatic Bar Shower 
Valve with Ultimate Fast Fix 
Connections
AR2 SHXVOFF C

EASY TO 
USE BAR 
SHOWER

ELECTRIC CARE 
SHOWER

Practical Showers

Smooth glide operating 
mechanism

making the shower easier to turn on and off

Comfortable, safe 
showering

the temperature feature 
avoids temperature changes, 
when water is used elsewhere 

in your home

Anti-limescale feature
reduces build up and rub clean 

handset helps extend product life
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ULTIMATE CARE
Designed for the ultimate in user 

safety. Fully thermostatic to the 

highest standards ensuring complete 

protection from scalding. Safe and 

easy to use, easy to install and easy to 

service as well as fully compliant to all 

relevant safety standards.

26
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Ultimate Care Taps
SAFE TO USE BATH 
SHOWER MIXER

1/2 turn 
handwheel option 

easy to use for users with 
limited dexterity

Thermostatic contro l
guards against scalding, protecting 

vulnerable users

Part G compliant 
means this shower is not only water 
efficient but also protects the user 

against scalding

Assure Thermostatic TMV2  
Bath Shower Mixer 
AS2 THBSM C

A TMV2 rated bath shower mixer with dual 
control chrome handles. Temperatures are 
pre-set to a maximum of 38OC, with an 
override option for user comfort. Supplied 
without shower kit.

Artisan Thermostatic Lever Basin Mixer
AR2 THLBAS C

The Artisan Basin Mixer has separate handles for 
adjusting water flow and temperature to allow the 
user to balance and regulate the water perfectly. This 
product is TMV2 so this eliminates the ability to select 
unsafe temperatures, as the tap with automatically 
shut off in the event of hot or cold water failure.

SAFE TO USE LEVER 
BASIN MIXER
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Automatic  
water cut off

prevents scalding or cold water  
shock in the event of either  

a hot or cold water supply failure

Helps in the battle  
against infections

the Solo2 incorporates the latest  
design technology to help prevent 

colonisation by Pseudomonas and Legionella

Single  
sequential contro l 
easy, elbow operated lever 

control for temperature and flow 
reduces cross infection risk 

Easy access to 
ser viceable parts 
serviced above the basin  
deck to reduce downtime

Ultimate Care Taps

HIGHEST SAFETY 
BASIN MIXER
SOLO2 Mono Basin Mixer, Short Handle (no Waste)
SOLO2-T3SL

This robust mono mixer complies with both HTM04-01 

regulations for waterborne infection control, and with 

DO8 regulations on managing scalding risks in healthcare 

washrooms. A versatile choice that’s easy to install and maintain.

28
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Ultimate Care Taps

OPAC Thermostatic Deck 
Mounted Bath Filler with 
Handwheel
OP THBF DMH C

OPAC Thermostatic Wall 
Mounted Bath Filler with 
Handwheel
OP THBF WMH C

OPAC Thermostatic Deck  
Mounted Bath Filler 
OP THBF DML C  

Pre-set maximum 
temperature of 38 degrees 

this can be overridden if required

Safe to touch 
this can be overridden if required cold 

water feed surrounds hot water so valve is 
cool to the touch

Automatic water cut off 
prevents scalding or cold water shock in 
the event of either a hot or cold water 

supply failure

Our OPAC product range has been designed for flexibility and quick easy installation in new and 

retrofit applications. Also flexible from a user point of view we offer lever and handwheel options, 

whilst always providing the highest level of thermostatic (TMV3) safety.

HIGHEST SAFETY 
BATH FILLER
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Integral TM V
protects against scalding  

in line with D08 specification

Easy to use  
lever handles

designed to encourage 
independent showering 
for patients with limited 

dexterity or strength

Cool touch  
valve body 

protects against contact 
burns by using cold 
water flow to reduce 

casing temperature of 
hot water inlet

Ultimate Care Showers

HIGHEST 
SAFETY BAR 
SHOWER VALVE 
WITH LEVERS
OPAC Thermostatic Exposed Bar Shower 
Valve with Chrome Levers
OP SHXVO EL C

Focusing on quick, easy installation and retro-fit, our 

designers have incorporated a number of helpful features 

into our newest OPAC model. Fast-fit installation and an 

integral flushing mechanism make it suitable for almost 

any washroom, while reducing the time showers are 

unavailable for patient use to an absolute minimum. 

30
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EASY TO USE 
CONCEALED SHOWER 
VALVE WITH LEVER
OPAC Thermostatic  
Concealed Shower Valve  
with Chrome Lever
OP TS1503 CL C

A TMV3 rated concealed shower valve that features 

easy access isolation elbows to make servicing and 

maintenance quick, easy and effective. A sequential 

lever control and clear graphics make it safe and easy 

for independent showering. 

Removable 
concealing plate

robust, stainless steel  
cover protects isolation elbows, 

check valves and filters

Front facing iso lation
one step filter removal for easy maintenance

Integral TM V
protects against scalding in line 

with D08 specification

OPAC Thermostatic 
Exposed Shower Valve 
with Chrome Lever
OP TS1503 EL C  

OPAC Thermostatic 
Exposed Shower Valve 
with Chrome Lever and 
Isolation Elbows 
OP TS 1503 ISOL C

MORE 

CONCEALED 

AND EXPOSED 

OPTIONS 

AVAILABLE

Ultimate Care Showers

31
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Single lever 
sequential contro l
easy to operate single control 

for temperature and flow

Minimum operating 
pressure 0.5 bar

maintains flow and safe temperatures  
even at low pressure or at times of 

high water demand

Automatic water 
cut off

prevents scalding or cold 
water shock in the event of 

hot or cold water supply 
failureAdjustable inlet 

elbows, 110-155mm
easy, quick and flexible retrofit  
in a wide range of applications. 
The ideal replacement for any 

commercial or hospital shower valve

OPAC Thermostatic 
Exposed Shower Valve 
with Chrome Lever
MINI2 TS1203 EH C

OPAC Thermostatic Concealed 
Shower Valve with Chrome 
Lever and Isolation Elbows 
MINI2 TS1203 CL C

HIGHEST SAFETY MINI 
VALVE SHOWERS
OPAC Thermostatic Exposed Mini 
Valve with Chrome Lever
MINI2 TS1203 EL C

Designed for flexibility and quick, easy 

installation in new and retrofit applications, this 

OPAC mini valve features adjustable elbows as 

standard to align with hot and cold inlets from 

110mm to 155mm apart. TMV3 performance and 

easy access for more efficient maintenance in 

concealed versions mean you can specify it in 

care environments with complete confidence.

Ultimate Care Showers
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Grey back box
for greater contrast for those 

with visual impairment

Large dial and hose 
retainer handle

that are easy to move

Longer length hose 
and rail

to help with assisted bathing

Contrasting product 
and kit finishes

feduces glare and assists visual clarity

Raised markings 
and audible clicks

confirms setting changes

Ultimate Care Showers

HIGHEST 
SAFETY CARE 
ELECTRIC 
SHOWER
Joy Care Thermostatic BEAB Electric Shower
JOYTHCK85 W

The BEAB accredited shower features a maximum 
temperature setting and auto shut off to prevent scalding. 
Factory settings can be adjusted at installation to suit 
requirements.

Seat is for illustration purposes only and is 
not part of the Bristan product offering.

33
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22mm TMV3  
Thermostatic  
Mixing Valve
MT753CP

15mm Thermostatic  
Mixing Valve with  
22mm Inlet Connections
MT503CP-22

15mm Thermostatic Mixing  
Valve with Isolation
MT503CP-ISO 

ULTIMATE IN WATER 
SAFETY VALVE Automatic water cut off

prevents scalding or cold water shock in the 
event of hot or cold water supply failure

TM V3 
performance

meets DO8 Specification that 
is relevant in care homes for 

delivering water between 
37oC and 44oC 

Ultimate Care Valves

Every year, deaths and serious burns occur from scalding bath water and water from basin taps. 

Unsurprisingly, it is the elderly and those with mobility problems who are most at risk. It is now 

best practice to install a TMV (Thermostatic Mixing Valve) in all cases unless a risk assessment has 

established that it is absolutely safe not to do so.

MORE TMV'S 

AVAILABLE!
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Easy slide  
mechanism

allows users and carers to 
position shower at optimum 

height

Directional 
showerhead

increased options for  
users with limited mobility

Shrouded supply  
pipe prevents burns

meets NHS standards 
for patient safety

35

DOCM

DOCM 
COMPLIANT 
SHOWER KIT
DocM Showering Kit
DOCM-KIT

Designed with users safety and flexibility in mind, this versatile 
DocM showering kit offers seated and standing users a more 
comfortable showering experience while maintaining the 
highest levels of convenience and compliance.
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DOCM Toilet Pack
DOCM-T3 W

An LABC approved close-coupled left or right handed 
single box solution. Includes TMV3 basin mixer tap, 
paddle lever flush, hand rinse basin with left or right 
handed tap holes and 35mm grab rails in corrosion 
resistant aluminum.

Alternative co lour 
options

we offer our grab rails in white, 
blue and also stainless steel and 

grey as special orders

Corrosion 
resistant

aluminum 
construction for 

durability, strength 
and hygiene

LABC 
approved

suitable for use in 
care homes

SOLO-T3SL  
basin mixer

easy to use sequential lever with 
integral scalding protection

Paddle lever flush
easy for mobility impaired users 
to operate. Close coupled WC 

and cistern included

DOCM

DOCM 
COMPLIANT 
TOILET PACK

36
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Back Rest Rail  
and Pad 
BRPAD W  White  
BRPAD B    Blue 

Padded back rest for use 
in DocM WC applications. 
Covered fixing holes.

Grab Rail
GRAB 450 W  White  
GRAB 450 B    Blue 
GRAB 600 W  White   
GRAB 600 B    Blue

DocM compliant aluminium  
grab rail with concealed 
fixings.

DOCM Seat
DOCM-SEAT     White

DocM compliant aluminium grab rail 
with concealed fixings. DocM compliant 
aluminium grab rail with concealed fixings.

900mm Long  
Grab Rail
EV KIT-EGB C

32mm diameter 900mm long 
stainless steel shower grab rail 
with concealed wall fixings

Grab Rail Hinged
GRAB H W  White  
GRAB H B    Blue

DocM compliant aluminium 
grab rail with concealed fixings. 
No lateral movement in hinge 
mechanism.

Pu padded seat
for ultimate comfort

Easy to use
robust slider mechanism

Single 
function

rub clean anti-limescale 
handset

Robust quality
can hold upto 27 

stone/173kg in weight

Corrosion resistant
aluminum construction for 

durability, strength and hygience

DOCM

DOCM 
COMPLIANT 
SEAT
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COMPLEMENTARY 
PRODUCTS

Our range of bathroom accessories offer 

simple stylish design with robust quality. 

These examples are just a small selection of 

our extensive complementary products range.

Towel Ring
RD RING C

Height 205mm

Width 190mm

Depth 60mm

Solid Brass

38
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Free Running  
Basin Waste
W BASIN14 C  Chrome

Solid brass construction

Grab Bar
COMP GRAB03 C

Height 247mm

Width 437mm

Depth 70mm

Robe Hook
RD HOOK C

Height 55mm

Width 48mm

Depth 50mm

Solid Brass

Double Toilet  
Roll Holder
SO DROLL C

Height 70mm

Width 270mm

Depth 85mm

Solid Brass

*Single Toilet Roll Holder also available

Soap Dish
RD DISH C  

Height 50mm

Width 138mm

Depth 118mm

Solid Brass

Towel Rail
RD RAIL C

Height 48mm

Width 595mm

Depth 72mm

Complementary Products

Bristan's wide range of complementary products have been meticulously designed to 

accompany products from this brochure and across the entire range of taps and showers. 

Products such as towel rings, robe hook and towel rails assist in achieving a stunning bespoke 

look in any washroom environment. 
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Accessories

ACCESSORIES
Our accessories range features 

products to customise washrooms 

according to requirements. Installation 

and maintenance can be made easier 

and quicker for peace of mind.

40
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Spare Hose Retainer  
For EVO Kits
SK100052

EVO Large Multi 
Function Rub 
Clean Handset  
Chrome Plated
EVC HAND04 C

EVO Handset 
EVC HAND05 C

EVO Large Single 
Function Rub 
Clean Handset  
Chrome Plated
EVC HAND03 C

1.25m Cone to Nut  
Shower Hose 
HOS 125CN01 C 
HOS 125CNE01 C 
HOS 175CN01 C 
HOS 175CNE01 C

Rub clean nozzles
for ease

Lightweight 
handset

to be used by anyone of 
any ability

Chrome finish
style doesn’t 

compromise on 
performance

Accessories

Our accessories range of products are available to enable flexible upgrades which are easy to 

swap and change as and when required. Where there are existing products, our accessories are 

also ideal for repair and maintenance projects.
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Robust Adjustable Exposed  
Showerhead
VR3000E

Contemporary Showerhead
760955CP

Swivel Showerhead with 
Robust Screw Fixing
980505CPVR

Robust Adjustable Fast Fit 
Showerhead
VR3000FF

Robust Adjustable Fast Fit Duct 
Showerhead
VR3000FF DUCT

Robust Showerhead
VR1000

Spout for SOLO2 Taps
SKSPOUT90   Short (90mm) 
SKSPOUT104  Long (104mm)

Concealed  
Shower Arm  
180mm
SA180CP 
SA90CP   90mm

Exposed Shower 
Arm for Rigid Riser 
250mm
SA260-C

Exposed Shower 
Arm for Rigid Riser 
87mm
9042-C

Elbow Kits for OPAC Valves 
Chrome (Pair)
SKINLET-15CP  Medium (138-145mm) 
SKINLET-7CP    Long (148-158mm)

Contemporary In Line  
Diverter (Two Outlets)
SDIV C
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Adjustable Riser Rail
EV ADR03 C 
EV ADR04 C

Multi-Function Extended 
Slide Bar Shower Kit
EV KIT-EEVK C 

Economy Single Function 
Slide Bar Shower Kit
EV KIT-EFB C

Chrome Riser Bar 
(930mm)
7197-1

Rigid Riser Rail for Top 
Outlet Shower Valves
RRISE01 C  Chrome

Grab Rail / Slide Bar 
900mm Stainless 
Steel Finish
EV KIT-EGB C

LET’S TALK
We’re always happy to talk about your requirements  

 

for the job. To learn more about all our products  

and services for care environments, visit  

www.sinks-taps.com or contact our team of friendly 

Specification experts on 

01759 307 262  

or email info@sinks-taps.com

MORE 

ACCESSORIES 

AVAILABLE
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